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Why People Doubt the Existence of God
1.         natural         doubts

2.      philosophical       doubts

3.       Experiential       doubts 

4.        Spiritual         doubts

5.        Empirical        doubts

The idea that you can’t reconcile a belief in science with a belief in god  
is based on      circular      reasoning.

It’s a profound mistake to allow scientists to equate science with  reality   
and to limit science to what I can see, measure, and replicate.

There’s a difference between proof and       evidence      .

Evidence for the Existence of God
1.   cosmological  evidence: Why is there  something  rather than nothing?

The naturalist’s explanation of the origin of the universe:  
no one × nothing =  everything .

2.    Teleological   evidence: how do you explain the complex  design   
of the universe if there is no divine Designer?

• In the  universe  • In the   earth   • In the   cell   

3.     anthropological    evidence: how do you explain   man   if there  
is no divine Designer?

• Our  existence  • Our  consciousness  • Our  morality 

4.      Experiential     evidence: Why do people keep   finding   god  
if he doesn’t exist?

Ever since the resurrection, millions of people in every corner of the  
globe have claimed to have an experience with    Jesus     christ  .
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What Do We Mean When We Say the Bible Is True?
1. The Bible is      inerrant     . 

2. The Bible is      inspired     .

      Inspiration       is god’s superintending of human authors 
so that, using their own individual personalities, they composed and 
recorded without error in the words of the original autographs his 
revelation to man.—charles ryrie

god      oversaw      the entire process of inspiration.

god used the authors’ individual        personalities       .

god used human authors to    compose    and    record   .

They composed and recorded god’s       revelation      .

They composed and recorded without    error   .

They composed and recorded in the words of the original  autographs .

Evidence for the Trustworthiness of the Bible 
1. The Bible’s claims about    itself   

2. fulfilled      prophecy      

3. The     unity     of the Bible

4. The early       acceptance       of the message

5. The         archaeological         evidence

Objections to the Trustworthiness of the Bible 
1.  Scribes must have made numerous     errors     in copying texts  

throughout the centuries.

2. The selection of the books in our Bible was        arbitrary       .

3.  The Bible contains too many errors and        contradictions        
to be trustworthy.
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Inclusivism: the idea that all religions are equally      valid     .

Exclusivism: the idea that there is only one way to god—through  
   Jesus     christ  .

Implications of Inclusivism 
1.    personal    2.    relational    3.    Spiritual   

Why People Reject Exclusivism 
1. They believe exclusivism is      intolerant     .

Tolerance: allowing or permitting; to recognize and respect others’ 
beliefs and practices without     sharing     them; to bear or put up 
with someone or something not necessarily liked.

2. They believe exclusivism is      unnecessary     .

Different religions teach very      contradictory      things about god 
and our relationship with him.

3. They believe exclusivism is       troubling      .

Evidence for the Exclusivity of Christianity
1. The       uniqueness       of Jesus christ

• Jesus claimed to be   god  .

• Jesus claimed to forgive   sins  .

• Jesus claimed to conquer    death   .

• Jesus claimed he would return to judge the    world   .

2. The      teaching      of Jesus christ

• There are only   two   possible destinations for people.

• The majority of mankind will spend eternity in   hell  .

• Jesus offers the exclusive way to     heaven    .

3. The      teaching      of the new Testament

4. The unique       solution       to man’s dilemma

WEEK 3

HOW CAN I KNOW CHRISTIANITy 
IS THE RIGHT RElIGION?
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The Difficulty of Reconciling God and Suffering 
1. god     exists    . 

2. god is        all-powerful       . 

3. god is    good  . 

4. Evil is   present   in the world.

Attempts to Reconcile God and Suffering 
1. Suffering is an       illusion      .

2. The god of the Bible doesn’t     exist    . 

3. god is       limited      .

Four lights from God’s Word 
1. god is both   good   and       all-powerful      .

We see         evidence         of god’s goodness all around us.

The god of the Bible is all-powerful and can do        anything        
he chooses to do.

2. Evil and suffering are not attributable to   god  .

all of the evil and suffering in the world are the result of man’s  
        rebellion         against god.

Two categories of evil:

•     natural     evil  •     moral     evil

3. god can use suffering and evil for    good   .

god is so powerful that he is able to take the worst acts and intentions 
of other people’s hearts and use them to accomplish his   plan   for 
your life.

4. god will ultimately     defeat     evil and   end   suffering.
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The Inevitability of Death
What you believe about the       hereafter       profoundly affects 
the here and now.

The Bible teaches the inevitability of     death     and the possibility  
of heaven or hell.

The Reality of Hell
1. hell is an actual      location     .

2. hell is a place of indescribable and eternal     torment    .

3. hell will contain the        majority        of humanity.

4. hell is a       forever      , fixed destination.

The Possibility of Heaven
1. heaven is an actual       location      .

2. heaven is both an    immediate    and     ultimate     destination.

3. heaven will be primarily a re-created      earth     .

4. heaven is a continuum of our      earthly      existence.

• continuity between the present earth and the   new   earth

• continuity between our earthly bodies and our     eternal     bodies

• continuity between our present choices and our    future    existence

5. heaven is reserved for those who trust in    christ   .

Video sessions available for purchase  
at www.lifeway.com/HowCanIKnow

WEEK 5

HOW CAN I KNOW 
I’M GOING TO HEAvEN WHEN I DIE?
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Why Forgiveness Matters
1.   physical  benefits 2.   Emotional  benefits 3.   Spiritual  benefits

If you cannot forgive, it’s a sign that you’ve never truly experienced 
god’s       forgiveness       .

Misunderstandings About Forgiveness
1. forgiveness is not      ignoring      or rationalizing offenses.

2. forgiveness is not        surrendering        our desire for justice.

vengeance is the desire to    hurt    those who have hurt me.

Justice is the     payment     god or others demand from those  
who wrong us.

When we forgive, we     release     our offender to god or somebody 
else to settle the score.

3. forgiveness is not     forgetting     offenses.

forgetting is a      biological      function. forgiveness is a  
    spiritual     function.

When god forgives our sin, we never have to worry that he will dredge 
up our     debt     and ask us to pay for it.

4. forgiveness is not        reconciling        with our offender.

Understanding Authentic Forgiveness
1. genuine forgiveness      acknowledges      the offense.

2. genuine forgiveness       calculates       the debt. 

3. genuine forgiveness        releases        the debtor to god.

When we refuse to forgive somebody, we are trying to exact some  
   payment    that will compensate for the hurt that we have felt.

When you forgive somebody and let go of the debt they owe you,  
you turn over that offense to the ultimate   debt    collector  , god.
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Barriers to Admitting Our Mistakes
1.     pride     2.     fear    

Benefits of Admitting Our Mistakes
1. receiving god’s        forgiveness       

2. renewing our physical and emotional      vitality     

3. Learning from our       mistakes     

Experiencing God’s Forgiveness
1.       Judicial       forgiveness

2.       parental      forgiveness

Why do I still suffer the       consequences       of my mistake?

Waiting for God’s Direction
an intermission is the period of time between your failure and your  future .

Benefits of an Intermission
1. To replenish our emotional and physical     energy    

2. To reflect on our     failure     and our      future     

Starting Over with a New Beginning
1.    plan    for your new beginning.

components of your new-beginning script:

• Clarification of the   problem   • Identification of   barriers  

• visualization of the    goal    • Specification of  action   steps 

2.   Begin   your new beginning.

look for Changes
1. In your  attitude  2. In your  emotions  3. In your  circumstances 

WEEK 7

HOW CAN I KNOW HOW TO START OvER WHEN I’vE BlOWN IT?
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